


Universities working in 
tandem can share best 
practice, leverage 
scale, and increase 
influence to achieve 
goals faster and more 
cost efficiently.



City 
Partnerships

State 
University 
Systems

Research + 
Resource

Networking + 
Storytelling

Resiliency + 
Climate 

Adaption

Carbon 
Reduction + 

Offset

Formal partnerships 
with cities means 
that universities 
can advise city 

climate policy, and 
vice versa

State systems can 
leverage climate 
decisions under 

their brand, 
distributing policy 

to all connected 
campuses

By conducting 
cross-university 
research efforts, 
universities can 

save both time and 
money

Storytelling 
networks can create 
large collaboratives 

that share ideas 
and best practice

Collaboratives 
focused on 

resiliency and 
climate adaptation 

work proactively, 
planning for future 

scenarios

Collaboratives 
focused on carbon 

reduction and 
climate offsets work 

planning to offset 
present carbon 

emissions





▪ Topics have included Consortium engagement 
with AASHE, networking with the Illinois Green 
Economy Network, and participation in 
Recyclemania. Semesterly coffee-talks address 
experiences like move-out, curriculum, and 
freshman orientation.



Established in 2007, the challenge was 
designed for universities and hospitals to 
reduce city GHG emissions 80% by 2050 
(from 2005 baseline)

17 NYC universities committed to building-
based GHG reductions through tracking and 
optimizing



UC– Policy on Sustainable Practices text 
components:

• Green  Building Design

• Clean Energy

• Climate Protection

• Sustainable Transportation

• Sustainable Building Operations for 
Campuses

• Zero Waste

• Sustainable Procurement

• Sustainable Foodservices

• Sustainable Water Systems

• Sustainability at UC Health

“The University of California is 

committed to responsible stewardship 

of resources and to demonstrating 

leadership in sustainable business 

practices. The University’s locations 

should be living laboratories for 

sustainability, contributing to the 

research and educational mission of the 

University”



ENERGY FOOD
SUSTAINABILITY 
BENCHMARKING

Reduce SUNY’s 
energy consumption 
by 30%  by 2020

Brownfield to 
Brightfield: a project 
exploring placement 
of renewable energy 
installations on EPA 
brownfield sites

“SUNY Commits” to 
NY State Agriculture, 
an initiative 
intended to increase 
the quantity of local 
food procurement

Funded by the 
American Farm Trust’s 
Farm to Institution NYS 
Initiative

A workbook 
intended to 
implement a set 
of tiered 
guidelines for 
SUNY dining and 
retail  purchasing

64 campuses, altogether one 
of the state’s largest energy 
consumers





San Diego research and higher education 
institutions partnering to educate San Diego 
leaders about climate change and its effect on 
the region’s  quality of life

The coalition collects climate data, develops 
educational materials for community members, 
and models regional climate collaboration for 
replication by other communities



A network of sustainability officers 
committed to meeting annually to 
advance education related to 
sustainability in higher education



A coalition of partners dedicated to 
sharing and creating high quality 
resources, templates, and peer 
evaluation for institutions interested in 
implementing carbon offset plans, 
especially for Scope 3 emissions

EXAMPLE GUIDES FROM THE OFFSET NETWORK



Multi-city partnership supported by a 
Kresge Foundation grant

Project goals include
• Implementing a nationally-scalable 

strategy for climate resiliency in 
communities and campuses

• Learning with and from the partners 
as they complete benchmarking by 
creating a campus/community task 
force, and completing a resilience 
capacity assessment



The 
education, invites applications for the position of 
supported by the Coordinator include an undergraduate student exchange program; faculty 
collaborations for teaching and research; joint student recruitment and marketing efforts; and joint 
grant applications. Successful performance requires abilities to facilitate collaboration across 
institutions to achieve strategic goals; communicate effectively in writing, verbally, and using web
conferencing technologies; work with high degrees of independence and initiative; and navigate the 
different systems, practices, calendars, and cultures of the consortium members. This is a part
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Visit 
online. Review of applications will begin June 24 and will continue till the position is filled. We are 
committed to building a representative and diverse faculty, administrative staff, and student body. We 
encourage applications from all qualified persons.

EcoLeague
College, New College of Florida, Northland College and Prescott College. Dickinson serves as the 
EcoLeague
http://ecoleague.org/

Thank you,

EcoLeague consortium 
members include:
• Alaska Pacific University, 
• College of the Atlantic, 
• Dickinson College, 
• New College of Florida, 
• Northland College, and 
• Prescott College. 



10 campuses
committed to the

UC – Policy on
Sustainable 

Practices



Businesses, institutions, and civic 
leaders reporting and sharing climate 
action strategies aligning with the 
City’s Climate Action Plan



…by actively engaging all Pittsburgh 
region colleges and universities to

▪ research agenda
▪ education curricula, 
▪ operations,
▪ outreach activities, and
▪ commitments that reduce GHG 

emissions


